S10 Log – Changes to 2016 edition

Section 10 Main Body

1. Title page date change
2. Page 1 copyright date change
3. Header date change (check throughout document as it is in sections)
4. Table of contents title, edition change, included in first paragraph.
5. Remove all indicators of previous changes.
6. Page 3: update to text of Rights to FAI International Sporting Events section
7. Proposal 2: clarification of scoring systems: text changes in 4.34.1
8. Proposal 4: time for complaints: text changes in 4.35.2
9. Proposal 8: text moved from S.10 A3 to 4.24.5 and subsequent numbers in section updated
10. Table of contents and page numbering updated.
11. Annexes 1, 2 and 5 removed and created as separate standalone documents. Contents page and dates updated.

Annexes 3 and 4

12. Proposal 7: separate results sheet per class: text changes in 1.15.1
13. Proposal 8: backtracking definition: text moved to S.10 4.24.5
14. Proposal 9: refund policy for entry fees: text added A3 1.5
15. Proposal 10a: Slalom scoring: formulae amended in A4 C6, C7, C8, C10, C11
16. Proposal 11: precision wing control: new task added A4 C14
17. Proposal 12: precision wing control – ground handling: new task added A4 C15
18. Table of contents and page numbering updated

Annex 6

20. Copyright text updated.

Annex 7
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